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Abstract: The ease with which modern plastics can be injection molded makes them very suitable
for the production of many different products and, today, plastics are often used as substitutes for
metal. Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used thermoplastics globally since it is very
useful, cost-effective and flexible for molding. However, the amount of harm to the environment
caused by plastic waste has become phenomenal and the recycling of plastics has become a serious
aspect of environmental protection. PP, as the most commonly used plastic material, was selected
for use in this study. It has a melt flow index of 15 g/min and its recyclability, fluidity, and physical
properties, as well as manufacturing conditions, were explored in relation to the number of times
the material could be recycled (TR). A cavity pressure sensor was used to measure the viscosity
index of the recycled plastic after multiple cycles of plasticizing and injection, part molding, scrap-
recycling, and crushing. A paperclip-shaped test specimen was used to determine PP fluidity and
crystallinity of specimens with different TRs. Tensile tests were used to detect differences in the
tensile strength between specimens made from Raw-PP and recycled PP. The results showed that
PP that had been recycled several times had a higher melt flow index, material fluidity, melting
peak area, crystallinity, crystallization rate, and crystallization temperature. Repeated injection
and recycling of the material had reduced the length of the molecular chains and broadened the
molecular weight distribution. This improved the fluidity and increased crystallinity. The increase in
fluidity made cavity filling easier, reducing the cavity pressure as well as the viscosity index. The
results of this study showed that the recycling of the PP could improve the physical properties of
the products to a degree and also went some way to further the benefits of a circular economy. The
recycling of injection-molded PP material can be added to renewable energy technologies and used
in environmental impact assessment.

Keywords: sustainability performance of polypropylene; circular manufacturing of plastic injection
molding; reduce–recover–recycle; material flow ability and properties; tensile strength

1. Introduction

The advancement of science and technology has led to the rapid development of hu-
man social and economic activities. With the abundance of material life, people’s lifestyles
have also evolved towards mass production, mass consumption, and mass disposal, which
has caused the influence of the living process on the environment to exceed its natural
resilience. Among the issues, waste plastics has attracted more and more attention [1–5].
The primary problem is that most plastics are not biodegradable, and there is not enough
experience in recycled material molding. The improper disposal of waste plastic, as well
as vast littering, causes serious environmental contamination [6–9]. Polypropylene (PP) is
the most abundant polymer worldwide, with an estimated accumulation rate of 25 million
tons per year, and the applications of PP are wide-ranging, in everyday products, packing,
transportation, catering, etc. [10–18]. The management of waste plastic is a vital issue that
must be addressed on a global scale through policy and proper waste management. After
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some careful research [19–22], the blending of raw and reprocessed PP has become routine
and the process usually involves adding 10% to 30% recycled material to raw components
to avoid any serious changes in the mechanical properties or process ability of the product.
These reprocessed PP blends have the same properties and are very similar to virgin PP;
the only clear change is a decrease in the molecular weight caused by the repetitive melt
processing operations. A comparison of the isothermal crystallization behavior of virgin
PP and the PP blends also shows deviations from that of the virgin material. The higher
degree of crystallinity also increased tensile properties and the PP blends showed only
slight changes from that of the virgin material. These results indicate that the potential for
the manufacture of products with consistent mechanical performance from recycled PP is
promising. However, many studies have shown that a recycling approach cannot reduce
plastic dependency, or solve the issues related to its use in a comprehensive way that is
acceptable to all stakeholders.

According to the literature, for most plastic materials that are repeatedly injected
and recycled, the flow characteristics and mechanical properties of the material will be
affected. The purpose of this study is to grasp the change of PP properties and rheological
behavior and investigate the variation of the melt flow length to part thickness ratio (L/t;
melt flow length ratio abbreviated here as MIFr) with the number of times that the material
was recycled (times recycled, TRs) for injection molding. On the other hand, in current
research, few studies have investigated materials recycled two or more times. Therefore,
Equation (1) will be introduced in the study to examine the melt flow behavior and MIFr.
Equation (1) was used to characterize PP with different TRs in injection molding. The MIFr
must be determined, in the equation, “L” is the total melt flow length, and “t” is the average
thickness (1 is the location of the cold slug well, 2 is the gate location, 3 is the gate location
and 4 is the cavity-geometric, etc.; Figure 1) [23–25]. MIFr (L/t) can be used to determine
the gate location and to balance the melt filling within the cavity, and can also be applied
to measure the PP and different TRs in melt-fluidity and material characterize.

L/t = (L1/t1) + (L2/t2) + (L3/t3) + (L4/t4) (1)

Figure 1. Schematic defining melt flow length ratios.

On the other hand, current researchers are also discussing the ecological and economic
impacts of recycling in additive production. Their papers discuss the possibility of using
waste material created using the mixed-regrind material technology for recycling and
subsequent product manufacturing through injection production. However, in recent
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research, few studies have investigated materials recycled two or more times and the
resulting changes in material and physical properties. It has not been proposed to use
recycled materials for injection molding, which can be used to research renewable energy
technology and environmental impact assessment. Therefore, in this study, the raw material
used was polypropylene (abbreviated here as Raw-PP), and the using PP was recycled
various numbers of times (number of times recycled used were ≥1; abbreviated here as
Tr-PP), and an injection molding machine was used to observe changes in the material melt
flow behavior, crystallization, and mechanical properties. Additionally, a 1 mm thick and
6 mm wide paperclip-shape test specimen and mold were constructed in this study for
observation of flow characteristics. A tensile test was also conducted to study the tensile
properties of the Raw-PP and Tr-PP material by varying several processing parameters (i.e.,
melt temperature, back pressure, and screw speed) to evaluate the changes in the tensile
strength (The ASTM-D638 standard tensile test part was used in this experiment).

2. Experimental Method and Related Information
2.1. Material Preparation

The polypropylene raw material (Raw-PP) used in this study was PP-6331 manufac-
tured by Lee-Chang-Yung Chemical Co Ltd. The density of PP-6331 is 0.903 g/cc and it has
a melt flow index of 15 g/10 min at 230 ◦C. It was recycled up to five times, the process of
plasticization, injection, part molding, and crushing (Tr-PP) being repeated each time, see
Figure 2. The Raw-PP (pellets) and Tr-PP (granules) were dried for 4 h at 80 ◦C before use.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the material loses its original gloss after being reused, it is
rougher in appearance and also shows color changes.

Figure 2. Process and diagram of PP production and recycling.
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2.2. Molding Equipment

The injection molding machine used in these experiments was a CLF-60TX from the
Chuan-Lih-Fa Machinery Works Co Ltd. Table 1 shows the injection parameters. The total
mold clamp force is 60 tons and it has an ECO STAR 22 kW servo system. An accurate
injection control and procedure monitoring system ensures stable molding conditions,
plasticizing quality, and screw position control. An injection rate of 115 cm3/s from
a rotating single cylinder was used and the injection quantity was the theoretical shot
volume multiplied by the polystyrene plastic coefficient of 0.91). The maximum system
pressure was 170 bar, and the injection pressure was 2951 kg/cm2. The melt temperature
value was set by the barrel heater bands and the temperature profile along the barrel was
210 ◦C.

Table 1. Basic parameter setting for the manufacturing of the injection-molded different test parts.

Parameter Fluidity Test Tensile Test

Barrel heating-film temperature (melt temperature) 210 ◦C 210 ◦C
Mold heating, water temperature (mold temperature) 60 ◦C 60 ◦C

Maximum system pressure 170 bar 170 bar
Screw speed 100 rpm 100 rpm

Back pressure 5 bar 5 bar
Plasticizing time 10 s 10 s

Injection pressure 100% 100%
Injection speed 70 mm/s 70 mm/s
Injection time 1.5 s 1.5 s

Packing pressure switching point 0 mm 5 mm
Packing pressure 0% 20%

Packing time 0 s 10 s
Cooling time 10 s 20 s

To observe and determine the flow-ability of the PP (both Raw and Tr) a paperclip
shape injection mold was designed and used, see Figure 3a. The molded specimen was
6 mm wide × 1 mm thick and the total mold length was 1780 mm. PP recycled a different
number of times was used to measure the melt flow characteristics (flow length ratios). The
amount of melt used was determined by a fixed screw position of 10 mm. The melt flow
length was measured directly, and the ratio of the melt flow length to the sample thickness
was calculated using Equation (1). In addition, to observe the tensile strength of Raw-PP
and Tr-PP material, as specified under ASTM-D638, a standard tensile test-part was used in
this experiment and the size design using Type I (length overall is 165 mm, width overall is
19 mm, the width of the narrow section is 13 mm), the appearance of the mold-cavity is
shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 3. (a) Mold used measure fluidity; (b) Mold used to make tensile tests specimens.
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2.3. Characterization

Tests of the material melt-fluidity and tensile properties of specimens molded using
Raw-PP and Tr-PP that had undergone between one and five recycling processes were
carried out. For each, 20 samples were tested under identical conditions, and the average
value of the last 15 (samples size of 15) was used for analysis. Equation (1) was used to
calculate the melt flow-length-ratio variations to determine the fluidity of the raw and
recycled materials in the flow-length test mold. For these experiments, a melt temperature
of 210 ◦C, a back pressure of 5 bar, and a screw speed was 100 rpm were selected as the
molding standards. In addition, the correlation of the melt flow index (MFI) on the tensile
strength and melt-pressure viscosity index of Raw-PP and material that had been recycled
1 and 3 times was also investigated. The correlated processing parameters of the tensile
samples during the Raw-PP and Tr-PP injection molding process are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Processing parameters and random order of treatment of the injection-molded PP and Tr-PP
tensile test parts.

Exp. Screw Speed (rpm) Back Pressure (bar) Melt Temperature (◦C)

1 50 5 210
2 100 5 210
3 150 5 210
4 100 0 210
5 100 10 210
6 100 5 190
7 100 5 230
8 100 5 210
9 100 5 210

In the parameter table set, the back pressure and melt temperature with respect to the
tensile strength and melt viscosity index were also investigated. The details of the material
characteristics and fluidity testing were as follows:

i. The material/melt flow index (abbreviated here as MFI) was conducted using a melt-
index tester (basic model XNR-400C) with YOUTE Co Ltd; with a temperature range
of 210 ◦C and a measured time of 10 min. The measurement of MFI is generally
measured according to the method specified in ASTM D1238. Used to detect the
crystallinity change-value on the Raw-PP and different Tr-PP.

ii. The crystallinity experiments were performed using a DSC differential scanning
calorimeter, model MDSC2920, from the TA Instrument Co Ltd. It has a temperature
range of ≥200 ◦C and a heating rate of 10 ◦C, and a part loading volume of <20 mg
and was used to detect the crystallinity change-values between the Raw-PP and
different Tr-PPs. Therefore, Equation (2) will be introduced in the study to calculate
the crystallinity [14]. Equation (2) was used to characterize PP with different TRs and
the crystallinity must be determined, in the equation, “∆Hfi” is the melting enthalpy
of the sample, “∆Hf” is the melting enthalpy of fully crystallized, and according to
Equation (2), we can obtain “θ” as the crystallinity (%). The crystallinity of 100% PP
used in this study is 37.6% and the melting enthalpy of 77.8 J/g.

θ =

(
∆H f i

∆H f

)
× 100% (2)

iii. The mold cavity melt-pressure experiment was conducted using cavity-pressure-
sensors from the Japan FUTABA Corporation. The sensors were embedded at a
site close to the gate position see Figure 4a and were used to detect the mold cavity
melt-pressure profiles for Raw-PP and different Tr-PPs. The sensors detected the max-
imum pressure during the filling stage and constant conditions during the injection
process allowed changes in material flow to be easily measured. Figure 4b shows
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pressure profiles detected by a sensor during the filling stage of the injection molding
process [26]. The mold cavity melt-pressure was also examined with a sensing system.
The pressure peaks were measured at maximum pressure, and Equation (3) was used
to calculate the change in the material viscosity index, see Figure 4c.

VIInjection =
∫ Screw position1

Screw position2

PMelt(t)dt (3)

Figure 4. Pressure sensor position and viscosity index calculation. (a) Tensile test part and position of a cavity pressure
sensor; (b) cavity pressure measurement; (c) calculation of the viscosity index.

Equation (3) was used to detect the melt viscosity index variations on the Raw-PP and
different Tr-PP. The material viscosity index was obtained by integrating the screw position
displacement with the pressure in the mold cavity. In the equation, Screw position 2, is the
V/P switchover point [27–30].
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3. Results and Discussion

Raw-PP was used to mold specimens which were then crushed and recycled between
one and five times. The material is identified as Tr-PP 1 through Tr-PP 5. The material
fluidity was measured as well as changes in the crystallinity of the five different recycled
plastics which were then compared with that of the Raw-PP. The results are displayed in
Figure 5a. It can be clearly observed that the melt flow rate becomes larger as the TRs
increase, which means the molecular weight of the PP decreases as the TRs increase.

Figure 5. Effect of the number of TRs on the melt flow characteristic and crystallinity; (a) melt flow rate and melt flow
length; (b) differential scanning calorimetry; (c) variation in crystallinity.

Substantial shear forces are generated during plasticizing, filling, crushing, and all the
multiple recycling processes. These forces damage the molecular chains of the material
and this decreases the average molecular weight and the wider MW distribution improves
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fluidity. An examination of Figure 5a reveals that for TRs ≥ 4, the melt flow index (MFI) of
the material has slowed down enough to become stable. This implies that the molecular
weight reduction has reached saturation by the time the material has been recycled four
times. Figure 5b is a DSC cooling graph of PP samples with different TRs. An exothermic
peak can be clearly seen with an apex that is the crystallization temperature (Tc). It can also
be seen that the crystallization temperature of the melt increases with an increase in TR,
so that as the TR number goes up, the molecular weight of the polymer decreases, and its
crystallization rate goes up. Figure 5c is a graph showing the change of crystallinity and
crystallization temperature for different TRs. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows that as the TR
number increases, the mold cavity peak pressure decreases because the MFI has increased.
This decrease in pressure not only facilitates melting but also makes filling easier to achieve
because the required driving pressure is lower and in any case for a TRs ≥ 3, pressure
is stabilized. This trend was consistent with that of fluidity, as displayed in Figure 5a.
The screw position displacement during the filling stage was integrated with mold cavity
pressure to calculate the viscosity index. The results revealed that the gradual increase in
material fluidity clearly facilitated the filling of the mold during the injection. The area
below the pressure curve was calculated using Equation (3). The trend of the viscosity
index was consistent with those in Figures 5a and 6.

Figure 6. Effects of number of TRs on cavity pressure and viscosity index.

Calculations using Equation (3) also indicated the fluidity of Tr-PP in the mold cavity,
which can serve as a reference for further experiments. Changes in tensile strength for
different numbers of TRs were also investigated. Figure 7 shows the relationships between
crystallinity, viscosity index, and tensile strength. It can be seen that more recycling
increased the crystallization temperature and this increased the tensile strength of the
finished product. However, a comparison of Figures 5a and 7, showed that for TRs ≥ 4 the
material fluidity stabilized and after this, the tensile strength decreased. Clearly, the upper
limit for recycling should be three to maximize fluidity as well as the physical properties of
the finished product. The authors of [14] have also shown that the isothermal crystallization
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behavior of Raw-PP and recycled PP and the crystallization behavior of recycled material
deviates. The higher degree of crystallinity increases tensile properties, and the tensile
properties of recycled PP show only a slight change compared to those of Raw-PP; this
experimental data is similar to the trend, and it is found that the tensile strength of the
recycled PP has increased.

Figure 7. Effects of the number of TRs on crystallization temperature (X-axis), viscosity index (solid), and tensile strength
(dashed) (Y-axis).

Raw-PP, Tr-PP 1, and Tr-PP 3 were selected for a study of the effects of TRs and the
manufacturing process conditions on tensile strength. The results (Figure 8a) revealed that
lower screw speeds resulted in higher tensile strength because there was less damage to
molecular chains in the material. Higher molecular densities gave more tensile strength.
However, faster screw speeds resulted in lower tensile strength because more molecular
chains broke and so back pressure and melt temperature changes were introduced to see if
this affected tensile strength. It was found that back pressure increased tensile strength
(Figure 8b). Back pressure pushes the material to the metering area of the feed tube during
the melting and plasticizing processes causing more even heating and increased molecular
density. This increased material density in both raw and recycled material and the tensile
strength increased accordingly. In addition, an increase in melt temperature increased
material fluidity which loosened the molecular chains, and thermal motion between the
molecules disorganized the arrangement of the molecular chains which reduced tensile
strength (Figure 8c). The viscosity index was also calculated using the mold cavity pressure
and screw position displacement during the filling process, see Figure 9. It can be seen
that as the screw speed accelerated, damage to molecular chains increases and the material
density decreased, this raised the fluidity and the viscosity index of the material. Back
pressure and melt temperature changes increased material fluidity due to more even
heating and increased the viscosity index.
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Figure 8. Effect of processing parameters on tensile strength for Raw-PP and Tr-PP tensile test parts; (a) screw speed;
(b) back pressure; (c) melt temperature.
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Figure 9. Effect of processing parameters on viscosity index for Raw-PP and Tr-PP tensile test parts; (a) screw speed; (b) back
pressure; (c) melt temperature.

4. Conclusions

The properties of injection-molded specimens (Tr-PP) which had been made from
polypropylene that had been recycled between one and five times were investigated.
Fluidity was measured and the viscosity index was calculated using mold cavity pressure
data. The physical properties and tensile strength of the finished specimens were compared
to those made from virgin (Raw-PP) polypropylene. The results of the investigation of
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injection molded specimens using Raw-PP and Tr-PP were investigated under different
manufacturing conditions. The results are as follows:

i. The MFI of the material increased with more TRs. For TRs ≥ 4, MI was stable. In
addition, the crystallinity and crystallization rate increased with an increased number
of TRs because of increased melting enthalpy and melting peak area. More molecular
chains broke and this reduced intermolecular distance and resulted in a sharper peak
shape with a narrower width, implying a narrower distribution of crystal grains of
smaller size.

ii. Pressure changes in the mold cavity were measured by a sensor, and the viscosity
index was calculated by integrating the screw position displacement during the
filling process with the mold cavity pressure. As the number of TRs increased, the
mold cavity peak value and the viscosity index gradually decreased due to increased
material fluidity. This trend was consistent with that for MFI.

iii. The crystallinity and crystallization rate increased with the number of TRs, resulting in
increased tensile strength. The reduction in crystallinity corrugation spacing enhanced
the tensile strength. Changes in the viscosity index and in the tensile strength revealed
that the screw speed and the melt temperature (plasticization parameters) could cause
substantial cracking which reduces the strength of the material. However, an increase
in back pressure could improve tensile strength.

iv. The recyclability of the PP could be determined from the setting of the TRs and can
provide the physical properties of materials under multiple recycling, and related
product manufacturing, so as to achieve the benefits of circular economy and digital
transformation of recycled material injection molding, and which can be used to
manufacture civilian products and thin/short parts that require recycled materials
and geometric products.
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